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“Your assumptions are your windows on the world.  Scrub them off every once in a 10 

while, or the light won’t come in.”   11 

Isaac Asimov 12 

 13 

The persistent under-utilization of the diverse U.S. talent pool in science is a 14 

complex problem that defies simple explanation.  Despite the demonstrated value 15 

of diversity (e.g., Page, 2007), numerous articles and reports continue to 16 

document the disparities in demographics of scientists (e.g., NAS 2011).  A priori, 17 

this is surprising:  after all, in this country, finding diversity is not difficult.  Why, 18 

then, have we not been more successful in capturing and cultivating this talent?  19 

What are the assumptions and observations that might be holding us back or 20 

might provide insights into how we can better understand the challenge?  In this 21 

essay, we encourage the re-examination of some assumptions. 22 

 23 

Our perspective 24 

As faculty members, each of us has had the pleasure of doing and guiding 25 

research in developmental and cell biology—Clif at the University of California, 26 

Santa Cruz; David at Purdue University and then Harvey Mudd College.  Within 27 

our respective areas of expertise, we continually engaged in a pattern of activities 28 

intended to reveal the physical and dynamic workings of cells.  It starts with 29 

observations—sometimes by us and other times by others—followed by efforts to 30 

explain the implications of what has been seen.  We looked for causal connections 31 

using both qualitative and quantitative observations.  We explicitly challenged our 32 

assumptions and explanations.  We sought the input of others to help us 33 
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recognize blind spots and identify otherwise unrecognized assumptions.  This 34 

process was rarely linear and unidirectional.  And, while we enjoyed speculation 35 

and flights of fancy, we tried to remember that the explanation must be built on 36 

verifiable observations.   37 

 38 

Eventually each of us left academic research and teaching to become 39 

administrators at national funding agencies—Clif as the founding director of 40 

Training and Workforce Development at the National Institute of General Medical 41 

Sciences, and now as Senior Fellow at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute; 42 

David as Senior Director for Science Education at HHMI.  As administrators, we 43 

believe that the same methods and rigor that we value in scientific research 44 

should be applied to understand the causes underlying disparities in STEM 45 

participation (e.g., Poodry, 2006).      46 

 47 

We are perplexed 48 

Over the years, we have heard our colleagues—persons who are accomplished 49 

and respected scientists—recite variations of the well-worn litany of hypotheses 50 

to explain the underrepresentation of minorities and women in academic 51 

positions.  These rationalizations are essentially used to argue, “It’s not my fault” 52 

because “most things are beyond my control.”  Here are some examples: 53 

• There aren’t enough qualified candidates. 54 

• It is a zero-sum game—if we hire a person from an underrepresented 55 

group, she will soon be recruited away to another institution. 56 

• The applicants from underrepresented groups are weak and 57 

uncompetitive because of their poor preparation, poor schools, poor 58 

family values, and lack of interest. 59 

• URMs have a disproportionate need to be near their roots and they have 60 

obligations to their families/communities that prevent them from leaving 61 

home. 62 

• URMs have less interest in science research because they want to go to 63 

medical school.  64 
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• Persons from underrepresented groups cannot afford to be idealistic and 65 

must consider salary first, making academia unattractive. 66 

• The deficit begins in middle school or high school because persons from 67 

underrepresented groups do not see any role models for them. 68 

There is no shortage of hypotheses to explain the underrepresentation.  While 69 

there are a number of studies one can cite (see next section), we have found it is 70 

seldom productive to argue with holders of these commonly offered beliefs.  71 

Nevertheless, we think it is important to examine some assumptions that persist 72 

and, by so doing, open minds to alternative explanations. 73 

 74 

Myths 75 

Behavioral scientists are drawing apart the curtains, allowing a better 76 

differentiation between the assumptions and realities of STEM preparation and 77 

career decisions.  For example, an assumption we hear is that URMs are not 78 

interested in science.  However, the reality is that URMs are OVER represented 79 

among students entering college intending to study STEM (NSF NCSES, 2017; 80 

Hurtado et al, 2008; see also NAS, 2011; Gibbs et al., 2016). 81 

 82 

A second assumption is that, even if they are interested in STEM, URMs leave 83 

science because they are not well-prepared.  However, the research shows that, 84 

when the outcomes of students with similar precollege backgrounds are 85 

compared, URMs switch out of STEM disciplines at significantly higher rates than 86 

whites and Asians (Huang et al., 2000). 87 

 88 

A third myth is that participation by undergraduates in research increases interest 89 

and intentions of pursuing a career in science.  However, the evidence is that 90 

participation in undergraduate research prevents loss rather than increasing 91 

interest (Schultz et al., 2011).   92 

 93 

A different approach to examining assumptions is to begin with data and then ask 94 

scientists what the data might mean.  In the following section, we share one 95 

example of this approach.  96 

 97 
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Publications by graduate students 98 

“The most important goal for a graduate student is to discover something 99 

important to elevate the thinking in their field and to create opportunities for 100 

themselves and others.”     101 

Tom Pollard (personal communication) 102 

 103 

Publications are important.  As former department heads, we saw that faculty 104 
hiring committees relied heavily on the list of publications and the pedigree of 105 
applicants when drawing up the short list of candidates (see also Clauset et al., 106 
2015).  107 
 108 

Perhaps even more important than their influence on hiring, published 109 

scholarship documents our advancing knowledge and development. Publications 110 

express the scientific judgment, proclivities, and biases of the authors.  They are 111 

culturally nuanced stories.  The ways students prepare for and tell their stories 112 

are influenced by beliefs on both sides of the mentoring equation.  How much risk 113 

should the student take?  How much faith does the adviser have that the student 114 

can pull off a “high risk-high reward” project?  Because advisers endeavor to 115 

provide the guidance tailored to each student, there are ample opportunities for 116 

our biases to influence decisions and mentoring. 117 

 118 

About a dozen years ago, Nettles and Millett (2006) reported that African 119 

American graduate students publish significantly less than their peers.  Similarly, a 120 

recent study found that URM students submitted fewer papers than whites and 121 

Asians (Mendoza-Denton et al., 2017).  And it has been reported that the 122 

different publication rates of men and women is related to whether their adviser 123 

is male or female (Pezzoni et al, 2016).  Although the publication record is just one 124 

criterion used in hiring, promotion, and tenure decisions, it is an important 125 

criterion.  Small disparities early in a career can have a profound and amplifying 126 

effect (e.g., Martell et al., 1996; von Bartheld et al., 2015).  If a graduate student 127 

publishes less than her peers, she might be less competitive for a postdoctoral 128 

position in a top lab, which, in turn, can influence the interest by departments 129 

recruiting new faculty. 130 
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 131 

Thus, the possibility of disparities in publication rates caught our attention.  To 132 

see if the observation of Nettles and Millett (2006) held for biomedical graduate 133 

students and postdocs, Clif, when he was at NIGMS, queried friends and 134 

colleagues who were PIs of biomedical training programs.  On the promise that 135 

the information would in no way be held against them when applying for the 136 

renewal of their training grants, many responded and four provided extensive 137 

data.  Whether they were at institutions in the east, south, or west, they all 138 

reported that URMs published less than their peers, some by as much as 30% less. 139 

 140 

Recently, we have extended that informal study.  In 2017, we invited the thesis 141 

advisers of the HHMI Gilliam graduate fellows and the panelists reviewing Gilliam 142 

applications to collect data from their graduate programs.  We asked them to find 143 

the answers to four questions: 144 

(1) How many students are currently enrolled in your PhD program? 145 

(2) In the last five years, how many students completed a PhD in your 146 

program? 147 

(3) For the completed PhDs, how many first- and co-authored papers did they 148 

publish from their dissertation?   149 

(4) For the completed PhDs, how many persons published their dissertation 150 

work as first- or co-authors? 151 

For each question, we asked the respondents to bin the numbers by gender and 152 

URM status (African American, Hispanic/Latino, and Native American).  The 153 

identities of individual students were not reported. 154 

 155 

These are not the kinds of questions most of us are prepared to answer, and 156 

many of the programs were not able to find the numbers. We collected complete 157 

data from PhD programs at 14 different research universities, all of which are 158 

classified as “highest research activity doctoral universities” in the Carnegie 159 

Classification of Institutions of Higher Education.  A total of 1,934 students were 160 

enrolled in academic year 2016-2017, of whom 1,034 were women and 301 were 161 

URM.  The completed PhDs numbered 1,466, of whom 812 were women and 177 162 

were URM (Table 1). 163 
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 164 

Our survey revealed disparities in publication rates.  For example, URMs 165 

published, on average, 16.4% fewer first-authored papers from their thesis work 166 

than their peers (1.77 papers per PhD for non-URM students vs. 1.48 papers per 167 

PhD for URMs).  When we asked how many PhDs published their thesis work, we 168 

found that the disparity between non-URM and URM PhDs is about 4.4% (i.e., 169 

80.7% of non-URM PhDs published as first authors vs. 76.3% of URMs).   170 

 171 

Uncovering assumptions 172 

A long time ago when we were research advisers, we tried to guide the 173 

development of our students.  Generally, students were first assigned to projects 174 

that were relatively certain to discover something noteworthy.  When the 175 

students had mastered some of the thinking and technical skills, we then 176 

encouraged them to imagine experiments or projects that were exciting, although 177 

with uncertain outcomes.  Throughout this process, we encouraged students—for 178 

example, through journal clubs and group meetings—to develop the skills of a 179 

good scientist:  how to reflect on data by dissecting and deconstructing others’ 180 

data and then their own data, discerning between sensible and less sensible data, 181 

and discussing their work in the context of the larger field of research.   182 

 183 

Today, we engage with colleagues in a similar exercise.  We have shared the 184 

observations anonymously provided by NIGMS grantees and now from 185 

anonymized data on publication rates gathered from the HHMI Gilliam program 186 

faculty, summarized above, and asked folks to reflect on the disparities and to 187 

suggest possible reasons for the disparities.  A common first response is to 188 

question whether there really is a disparity, to question the veracity of the data, 189 

that it did not have proper comparison groups or is not reproducible, or that the 190 

disparities are not statistically significant.  This skepticism could be healthy 191 

scientific thinking. However, skepticism that is closed minded is not.  In our 192 

experience, showing the data and even referencing earlier studies doesn’t move 193 

the conversation.  This response shouldn’t be surprising as research has shown 194 

that people, especially the best educated, favor studies that agree with their 195 
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current beliefs and dismiss studies that challenge their beliefs (e.g., Kahan, 2013; 196 

Kahan et al., 2017 ; Lord et al., 1979; see also Ropiek, 2010; Shermer, 2017).   197 

 198 

Even when the data were accepted, at least tentatively, the thinking and 199 

explanations were often reminiscent of many previous discussions that emphasize 200 

a deficit model for the students. For example, URM students and postdocs are 201 

poorer scientists, the outcome of social promotion and affirmative action.  Or the 202 

writing skills of URMs are weaker in general because they come from 203 

disadvantaged backgrounds and lesser undergraduate institutions.   204 

 205 

However, when we have presented the data as part of organized Gilliam program 206 

mentor development workshops, a different tone emerged.  Participants 207 

wondered whether subtle, unintentional differences in guidance or in assignment 208 

of projects might follow from assumptions, conscious or not, on the capabilities of 209 

trainees.  To paraphrase comments:  “I want to put my best people on the most 210 

important projects, and I wonder if I tend to have the greatest confidence in the 211 

student(s) with whom I am more comfortable.”  Importantly, rather than focus on 212 

“not my fault, not my responsibility,” the discussion moved to a more 213 

constructive “what are ways that I, as adviser, can help improve communication 214 

between all of the members of the lab?”  The conversations in the workshops 215 

shifted from the mindset of selecting talent to developing talent (e.g., NIGMS, 216 

2011, McGee et al., 2012).  The context, even the environment in which the 217 

questions are asked (such as in a workshop on mentoring), may promote different 218 

reactions and lead to different understandings. 219 

 220 

The persistent underrepresentation of minority groups in the biomedical research 221 

workforce surely has multitudes of causes, but the acknowledgment of the role 222 

and agency of the faculty in the professional development of their students is a 223 

promising step forward.   224 

 225 

Summary 226 

Whether the problem is making sense of observations in our primary scientific 227 

disciplines or making sense of challenges and observations in the training of 228 
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scientists, we will continue to ask questions, especially when common sense 229 

answers don’t quite fit the data.  Importantly, we have seen in our discussions on 230 

how to enhance representation that the context in which assumptions are 231 

questioned and in which the questions are asked has potential to affect the 232 

openness of the scientific mind.   233 

 234 

Because it is unlikely that any single approach or answer will solve the problem, 235 

we see the value of diversity in bringing multiple points of view to examine the 236 

issues.  We will continue to question our own assumptions and observations and 237 

remember that correlation is not causality. We will always ask “how much?” and 238 

“so what?”  We invite others in the science community to join us in questioning 239 

assumptions. 240 

 241 

  242 
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Table 1. 336 

 337 

Publication rates by recent biomedical PhDs.  In the winter/spring of 2017, 338 

scientists serving as competition reviewers and the thesis advisers of the 339 

HHMI Gilliam graduate fellowship program were asked to collect information 340 

from their respective graduate programs.  Complete data were obtained from 341 

fourteen different universities, all classified as “highest research activity 342 

doctoral universities” by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher 343 

Education (2016).     344 

 345 

 346 
 347 
 348 
  349 
  350 
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 351 
 352 

                                                                 All 
M

en                                     W
om

en                                  
N

on-U
RM

                                 U
RM

 
Enrolled                                               1,934 
 5-year PhDs                                        1,466 

900 (46.5%
)                       1,034 (53.5%

) 
 654 (44.6%

)                          812 (55.4%
) 

1,633 (84.4%
)                           301 (15.6%

) 
 1,289 (87.9%

)                           177 (12.1%
) 

 First-authored papers per PhD       1.73 
 Co-authored papers per PhD          2.70 

 1.79                                       1.69 
 2.97                                       2.48 

 1.77                                            1.48 
 2.74                                            2.37 

 PhDs w
ho w

ere first authors         80.2%
 

 PhDs w
ho w

ere co-authors            86.8%
 

 80.7%
                                   79.7%

 
 87.9%

                                   85.8%
 

 80.7%
                                        76.3%

 
 86.6%

                                        88.1%
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